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Abstract - The nuclear fluid dynamical equations are derived from a
mean field description of the nuclear dynamics. Simple approximate
solutions, corresponding to generalized scaling modes, are worked
out for rotations and vibrations, with the evaluation of inertial
parameters and flow patterns. Giant resonances are shown to be qui-
te well described within a irrotational ansatz, which is equivalent
to a lowest multipoles (uptoJL,,=2)distortion of the momentum distri-

nax
bution. The physical meaning of a higher order truncation of the
TDHF-Fluid-Dynamics chain is finally discussed with its implication
on low lying states and on some description of the Landau damping.

1. Introduction

Fluid-dynamical approaches have been extensively used to describe
collective properties of the nucleus.
In recent years several microscopic derivations of the nuclear fluid-
dynamical equations have been worked out through a variational approach
starting from a semiclassical energy functional1"6). For small oscilla-
tions the results are quite interesting and the main collective mecha-
nism of the giant resonances can be understood in a simple classical
fluid picture. In this contribution we show how the fluid dynamical
equations can be derived from a mean field description of the nuclear
dynamics, (TDHF),for large as well as for small amplitude motions, and
we discuss simple approximate solutions for rotations and vibrations.
We think that it is important to show that the nuclear fluid dynamics is
not a model but it can be obtained on safe theoretical grounds. On
one side this implies a simple classical statistical mechanics interpre-
tation of the TDHF dynamics and of the RPA, on the other hand one can

try to go beyond TDHF using some ansatz taken from the classical kinetic
equation.
The starting point is the TDHF equation for the Wigner transform f(r,£,t)
of the one body density matrix, which is the quantum-mechanical analog
of the classical distribution function7)

f(r,p,t) = \ sin (f A 1 2) h(')(r,p,t) f(
2)(r,p,t) (1.1)

where h = | - + w(r;,£,t) is the Wigner transform of the self-consistent

HF hamiltonian and A j ^ ' M O - v l O - v i 2 ) is the Poisson differential
operator.Taking the p_-momentspof eq.( l . l ) we can generate in the usual
way the chain of fluid-dynamical equations which express the conserva-
tion laws of mass, momentum, energy and so on.
Since

| s i n ( f A12)h0)f(2) = (h.f) - (1-2)

neglecting second and higher order terms in Ji one obtains as a semi-
classical limit of TDHF the well knovnVlasov equation. We remark that,
due to the structure of the A ] 2 operator, we do not have explicit
quantum terms up to the second p_-moment equation, allowing a Galilei
invariant non locality for the HF potential. This means that if we
are able to truncate the chain at that order we get a completely claŝ
sical set of fluid dynamical equations, quantum effect being in
the initial conditions and in the truncation procedure. In particular
in the extreme case of a harmonic oscillator single particle potential
the quantum terms are exactly dropped out and the TDHF dynamics beco-
mes wholly classical. In this contribution we shall discuss some a£
proximate solutions of the fluid dynamical equations for a wide class
of nuclear collective motions.

2. Expansion around the equilibrium

For small oscillations and for slow large amplitude collective mo-
tions we can expand the Wigner function around a time-dependent equi-
librium distribution fn

f(r,p,t) = fo(r,£,t) (2-2)

with f ,x p-even functions in the phase space; x being a measure of the
collective velocity f ie ld . Eq.(2-2) is the phase-space correspondent
of the adiabatic expansion introduced by Baranger and VenSroni to ex-
tract a collective dynamics from TDHF8).
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Two main consequences are following from eq.(2-2):
a) The Vlasov equation becomes a set of coupled equations in the even

and odd parts of the distribution function

b) The HF total energy functional of the system can be split in two
parts

with

'TOT

u(f0)

K(x2.f0) - i

(2-3)

* Wo ) fo

3f

interpreted respectively as collective potential and kinetic energies.
This is the starting point to study potential and inertial parameters
for collective modes. It is also possible to support the interpreta-
tion of eq.(2-5) through a Hamilton formulation of the Vlasov dynamics
with f ,x playing a role of collective canonical coordinates10). The
variat?onal approach has also a practical use: for a wide class of collec-
tive motions it represents a valid tool to find the distorting field
x(r,£,t) without solving the Vlasov equation10).

3. Search for approximate solutions: Generalized Scaling Modes.

A nice approximation scheme is supplied by the Generalized Scaling
Modes where all the nucleons are looked to be moved coherently in a
common velocity field. The time-even part of the density matrix is
given in terms of the static solution

Po(t) exp(-iK/K)

where K is a time-odd hermitian operator of the form

K = * s(r,t) + s(r.t)-p)

(3-1)

(3-2)
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with ŝ (r.t) a vector field which characterizes the collective motion.
A further step in this approximation should be to introduce a £-even
dependence in the ŝ  field. The explicit knowledge eq.(3-l) of the col-
lective path has two main effects in the phase space:

a) The equilibrium distribution function can be expanded, in the semi-
classical limit, from the static solution

o static {f ,p-s) + i {p-s.,{p_-s.,f (3-3

extremely useful for small oscillations, where a smallness parameter is

present in the ŝ  f i e ld . In particular we remark the f i r s t variation

fif ={f t.]>*s} which leads to a very simple form of the transition den-

sit ies «p = V . ( p s t s . ) .

b) We have an independent knowledge of the time-derivative

f = {p-v,f }o — o (3-4)

with ^r,t)=-s(jr,t), external velocity field, valid for any amplitu-
de of the collective motion.

4. Large amplitudes: the case of rotations

Inserting the result (3.4) of the previous section in the Vlasov
equation and in the form of the collective kinetic energy we have:

a) An equation for the x-f

(x»h ) = £-v.(l) t*"1)
which gives the £-odd variations of the distribution function and then
the currents inside a system which undergoes a slow generalized scaling
motion

b) A quite interesting structure for the collective kinetic energy

(4-2)K(x
2,fo) = f d'M|r).j(r)

with the response current j(ĵ ) = d3£ p/m 6f in general not parallel

to v_(r), in this sense eq.(4.2) is much more general than the usual
form for a classical fluid.

A very general result was derived in ref.9): if we assume a moment
isotropic equilibrium distribution

fo(r,£,t) = fo(r,p
2,t)

we get a current

(4-3)

(4-4)



and then a classical form for the collactive kinetic energy

(4-5)

A rotation through an angle a about the direction £ is a particular
Generalized Scaling Mode with a scaling f ie ld £=<x(t)£ x n which
gives an external velocity f ie ld

•) = u x r (4-6)

with u=an angular velocity. From the previous discussion we derive
that i f we assume a classical momentum isotropic equilibrium we get
r ig id moments of inertia and r ig id currents, independently on the shape
of the self-consistent f i e ld . Following the weaker assumption of a
p-isotropy on average, which is the semiclassical correspondant of the
self-consistent equilibrium condition11), we get, for a harmonic
oscillator well, a r igid moment of inertia but a quite complicate
flow9)

l ) = %GID+AlRROT+J«OT DEFINITE CHARACTER
(4-7)

The co l lec t ive mode obtained j us t scal ing the coordinates cor-
responds to a displacement f i e l d s=a{t)V^ <t>(jr), where a ( t ) i s the sca-
l i ng parameter and $ ( r ) i s a real""function which depends on the s tu-
died co l lec t i ve motion. Eq.(4-1) can be solved to give a local f i e l d
x(_r) = - md ${r) and then a i r r o ta t i ona l f low

i d ) - P 0 (D v s c f t U N G • « i t h v S C A U N G = - & 14>(r)

The co l lec t i ve k ine t ic energy assumes a c lassical form

with i n e r t i a ! parameter

MSCALING(a)

(4-8)

(4-9)

(4-10)

5. Small osc i l l a t i ons : semiclassical RPA

We are now ready to switch to the small amplitudes, where we can
expect the scaling modes to be meaningful. The co l lec t ive hamiltonian
can be wr i t ten i n a harmonic form 1 J )

M a2 + 1 C a2 (5-1)

in terms of the scaling parameter <x(t). Me get only one eigenfrequen-
cy given by u)*=C/M. The restoring parameter comes from second order
variations of the collective potential

i C a2 = 62U(fQ) = | d M d
3 £ h s t 6

2fQ + i [d
3j4d3£ 6W Q 5fQ (5-2)

For isoscalar modes and a Skyrme-Hartree-Fock potent ia l

WHF I *o p + J6

with 6 =
3t,+5ta

Y = 32
, we get from some algebra

(5-3)

u i V p s tVk> "

1 1 m Tst pst

with u=V$ and — = - + 2Bp
m* m s t >

.(u.p ) ) l + coulomb I (5.4)

just in terms of the static density p t

and kinetic energy density i
sf

Assuming the simple Tassie model13), for the scalar field (spheri-
cal nuclei)

•d)
monopole

Lj«o multipoles
(5-5)

eq.(5.4) becomes very simple for low multipoles and we can easily com-
pute the position of the centroid of a giant resonance once we know
the static HF solution. Fig.l shows the quality of the agreement with
experiments for isoscalar quadrupoles. 125



I
Fig.2 shows the effective mass dependence of the quadrupole frequency.
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Fig. l . Experimental and calculated isoscalar GQR energies: (<t>) exp.
values; (n) calculated values.The dashed line is the 63 A"1/3 exp law.

10 -

Fig.2. GQR calculated energy as a function of «Wm , for I-VI skyrme
interactions, in 2eSi (n) and 20BPb (o).
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It is interesting to remark that this rough semiclassical scaled solu-
tion gives not only the right quadrupole frequencies but also the correct
RPA dependence on the effective mass11*).
The tiansition densities are of the form Sp=aV.(pstV ,-<(>) and following the
ansatz eq.(5.5) one can easily see that then giant quadrupole is essen-
tially a surface mode while in the monopole volume terms are very impor-
tant giving rise to a compression mode.

6. Beyond Vlasov: linearized fluid-dynamical chain

In this section we release any semiclassical assumption. We show how
the fluid TDHF chain can be exactly truncated for small amplitude GSM.

In the Wigner phase space, at the first order in the s_ field the
p-even part of the distribution function satisfies the linearized equa-
tion

Sf+ = I sin (f
st i r - - '

(6-1)

which gives a transition density of the form Sp=Jd3p6f+=v\(psts.)
The continuity equation assumes the form

V-(Pst tl)=0

If we follow the particular solution for the current

• - Pst i = Pst v

we get a £-odd variation of the distribution function

Sf - m W f

(6-2)

(6-3)

(6-4)

still in terns of the ŝ  field only. We remark the key role played by
the ansatz eq.(6-3) which is perfectly consistent only in the case of
a irrotational flow, i.e. for the coordinate scaling modes discussed in
the previous two sections.
Under the assumption eq.(6-3) we get a closure of the fluid dynamical
chain at the level of the Euler equation

•I p . s t V»S T + p .V Sw+6p Vw =0 (6-5)

where ST.. is the transition kinetic energy tensor and the HF poten-
tial w=w ̂ +6w for simplicity has been assumed local. Because the ten-
sor S T . . can be written, from eq.(6-l)

( r . t ) Wt(r,£.t)

(6-6)

only in terms of the s,-field and the static kinetic energy tensor, we
see that the fluid dynamical chain is exactly truncated at the f i rst
p-moment equation (6-5) which now becomes a Schr'ddinger like equation for
the vector field ^ ( r , t ) . With appropriate boundary conditions we can find
solutions and eigenvalues which give respectively transition densities,
flow patterns and frequencies of the various multipole oscillations.

The only quantum effect comes .'roiri the last term of the transition
kinetic energy eq.(6.6): a l l the solution with V.VjS.=0 give rise to a
completely classical response. This is the case1of the simple Tassie
scaling model, discussed in the previous section for isoscalar monopole
and quadrupole resonances. This a o means that we expect to have qui-
te small quantum corrections for the •'west multipoles. For a general
non local Skyrme-HF interaction the Euii aquation becomes, assuming a
£-isotropic static distribution,

mpst S i

10 „

• i t
4 o

pst 6 p Ypl
V p 'i U!V WV'KV1}

i v»

Remaining in the scaling picture s£r)=a(t)Viti(r_K where the solution
eq.(6-3) is consistent, the eq.(6-7) supplies a general way to find the
scalar field ${r) for any multipole, going beyond the Tassie model.
This problem was studied from a variational approach by Serr et al.15)
and recently by Andfi and Nishizaki16). Moreover, if we specialize our
HF potential in order to get the semiclassical energy density functional
used by Holzwarth et al.3) we easily get from eq.(6-5) the same fluid
dynamical equations. This discussion shows how all these results can
be derived in a direct way from a linearized TDHF theory in phase space. 127



7. The Elasticity Limit

At this point i t is straightforward to show how one can get from
TDHF the Lame equation for the displacement f ie ld in an elastic solid
largely used to study giant resonances6). With a uniform model densi-
ty p t (r)=pe(R-r) and a Thomas-Fermi kinetic energy density

P
Tst 3 F

5 2inp
6"7) becoraes

n S. = A V17|{sk + B V2si-2C ^ V J I ( 7 " ] )

with
, *

A = f (to+t,p)p + ( 7 - 5 j ) B

B=fTEF

Neglecting the quantum corrections, last term of eq.(7-l)>we get the
elasticity equation with longitudinal modulus A=(A-B)p and shear molulus
ii=Bp. From this discussion we infer that the elastic model for nuclear
vibration is derived from a microscopic theory under two main ansatz:

a) We must truncate the TDHF-Fluid-Oynamics chain at the level of the
Euler equation, procedure completely consistent only in the case of
a irrotational flow. This also means that we cannot have any source
of damping in a consistent way in our elastic equations. Indeed the
one-body dissipation (Landau damping) as well as two-body collision
terms start to be effective from the second £-moment equation onward.

b) quantum effects are neglected. Indeed we expect these terms to be
quite small. For lowest multipoles we showed the quantum correc-
tions to be exactly zero in the Tassie model.
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8. Conclusions

In this contribution we show how the nuclear f lu id dynamics can be
derived from a TDHF theory with i ts limits but also with its clear mi-
croscopic foundations. The solution of the equations of motion in
phase space is in general very hard and requires a huge amount of com-
putational ef fort . However for some classes of collective motions, the
Generalized Scaling Modes, we are able to find simple approximate solu-
tions which give the bulk dynamics of the system, e.g. inertial parame-
ters and flow pattern. For large amplitudes this approach is worked
out in details for the case of a rotating nucleus. We leave open the
problem of extending the method to other collective motions. The in -
troduction of pairing effects in the phase-space equations should also
be investigated").

We get several intersting results in the study of small oscil la-
tions. First of a l l we show that high lying states are described quite
well in a simple scaling picture. In a naive Tassie model we reprodu-
ce in a straightforward way the experimental as well as the RPA results.
Since the scaling approximation leads to a truncation of the f luid dy-
namical equations at the second £-moment level , our result shows that
the giant resonances correspond to the lowest multipole, ?,=0,l,2, distor-
tions in the momentum distribution. This analysis of the giant modes
in momentum space can also be useful to understand some features of
heavy ion collisions, e.g. the sub-threshold pion production, where the
excitation of such collective states is one of the leading mechanisms
of the kinetic energy loss.

The problem of going beyond the irrotational flow and of studying higher
multipoles in the momentum distortions is quite complicate and one easi-
ly overtake the numerical d i f f icul t ies of a complete RPA calculations.
One attempt in this direction has been recently performed by J.P. da
Providencia anf G.Holzwarth18), following a variational approach, in or-
der to study some H=3 contributions. They get a splitt ing of GR, with
the maximum strength level retaining a irrotational character, and a
f i r s t appearence of lowlying states. The splitt ing is a signature of
the Landau damping in a f in i te system: we must go to higher moments
to allow the developing of an incoherence which corresponds to one-body
dissipation. On the other hand low-lying states, where the shell struc-
ture is dominating, also need higher order distortions in momentum space.

In conclusion we can say that through a f lu id dynamical approach
we can understand a lot of simple features of nuclear collective motions.
We can make use of these results to improve the effective nuclear interac-
tions, as well as to study fancier motions, l ike giant resonances built
high spin states and spin-isospin collective modes.
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